Knowledge
You must all individually also work it out that you study Sahaja
Yoga in a way. In most of the tapes whatever I have said can be
seen… found out… what is said about health… what is said about
children… because I spontaneously say things… and if you can sort
it out you will know so many things… I mean if you sit down and do
a study of these tapes it will help you to find out so many little
little things that are so important for life. You can clarify it… can
note it down… that this Mother said about these things… it will be
very good for us to sort it out this way… what point is to be noted
down in different headings… can put different different headings,
and jot it down. Mother has said so… Mother has said so…
whatever is not on the tape you should not listen to… whatever is
on tape is authentic… whatever is recorded already should be
accepted (890725)
We should have the desire to have the complete knowledge of
Sahaja Yoga, and should never feel satisfied on that point… "my
heart must have that knowledge" - we know through the brain, but
the knowledge should be in the heart (910728); We should be able
to answer any questions (850408)… but don't think that you know
everything (840902)
With wisdom you have grown… and gradually I have told you of
many things… but I didn't talk of many things… like the Genesis…
like the beginning of our life… how we came… because I don't want
you to get into any discussion. Whatever you can verify on your
vibrations, becomes your knowledge… that is what is gradually told
to you. You should not indulge into those books and things, which
talk of the origin of the Earth, and the origin of this and that…
because your mind will be diverted… you will take to knowledge
which may not be knowledge. What you have to know is very
simple… is… what are you… you are the Spirit… and the light of the
Spirit will tell you everything gradually… as much as you can bear
it… it will not tell you something that you cannot bear (930721)
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The knowledge is so subtle, so great… and of such a high
degree… but you never feel bloated up with ego - no… with all this
knowledge, you bend down… like the tree, which is laden with fruit,
bends down… and that simplicity, that humility… gives you the
special edge… which can pierce into any heart. But, believe that
you are 'one'… with that great power, which is… God… Almighty
(920719); So… with only one word… the word of 'love'… all the
rest of knowledge is useless (810524)
If you do not know how to witness, then whatever knowledge you
have, is nothing but through your ego or through your
conditionings… it is not absolute knowledge… so to get to absolute
knowledge about anything, what you have to do is to reach the
point of Absoluteness… where you are absolutely clean, pure,
Nirmal. Now don’t condemn yourself if you have some defects…
there have to be… you are human beings… but all these defects,
with your power of spirituality, you can overcome (010321)
At the first centre… of innocence… when God created human
beings… he gave them freedom… and he said… alright you be on
your own… but keep your innocence… don’t run towards so called
'knowledge'… the knowledge of… what is this matter… what is
that… who is God… all these things… keep innocent. If you had
maintained that innocence… with your freedom intact, there would
have been no problem at all. But in the curiosity of human beings,
when they had freedom, they consulted the Satanic Forces… and
the so-called 'Book of Knowledge' started opening out. So
whatever we have got… the knowledge… is Avidya… is not
knowledge… is non-knowledge… because by knowing this, you do not
know the 'value' about a thing. For example… if you know there is
gravity in the matter, you can say there is gravity… you know just,
there is gravity… it's just a statement of fact… but you can't say
'why'… you cannot explain why it is there… so it is not a complete
knowledge of a thing (821008)
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Tape References:
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins
-930721 Source of Wisdom, Ganesha Puja, Berlin, see 930919.1 good 35
-890725 Arrival speech - Melicharg - see 890723 good 20
-850408 Easter Puja, Hounslow - see 850408 poor 40
-821008 We don’t have to suffer, Bedford, see 821007(Video) Good
810524 Subconscious, Supraconscious, Chelsham Road not good 70
840902 Ganesha Puja talk - Switzerland [French translation] good 55
850408 Easter Puja/Ganesha Puja, Children - Hounslow/B'ham
910728 Guru Puja - Cabella good 60
920719 Guru Puja - Cabella good 65
010321 Mother's Birthday Puja, Delhi good 50
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